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Abstract

The MapReduce framework has been widely used to process and analyze large-
scale datasets over large clusters. As an essential problem, join operation among
large clusters attracts more and more attention in recent years due to the utilization
of MapReduce. Many strategies have been proposed to improve the efficiency of dis-
tributed join, among which bloomfilter is a successful one. However, the bloomfilter’s
potential has not yet been fully exploited, especially in the MapReduce environmen-
t. In this paper, three strategies are presented to build the bloomfilter for the large
datasets using MapReduce. Based on these strategies, we design two algorithms for
two-way join and one algorithm for multi-way join. The experimental results show
that our algorithms can significantly improve the efficiency of current join algorithm.
Moreover, cost models of these algorithms are characterized in order to find out the
way of improving the performance of two-way and multi-way joins.

Keywords: Bloomfilter, MapReduce, Query optimization, Cost model

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has been gaining more and more attention in industry and
academia. In this area, the large-data analysis is a very important issue worthy of in-
depth research. There are two kinds of distributed systems designed to process and
analyze large datasets: parallel relational database system and MapReduce-based
system. According to CAP [1], consistency, availability and tolerance to network
partitions, cannot be simultaneously fulfilled in distributed systems. Parallel rela-
tional database system, aiming at the pursuit of a higher level of consistency and
fault tolerance, cannot reach ideal scalability. Thus this system is not suitable for the
requirement of large-scale data analysis. In recent years, the MapReduce [2] frame-
work developed by Google, has become an extremely popular tool for processing and
analyzing large datasets in cluster environments, mostly due to its simple interface,
good fault tolerance, load balancing and scalability over thousands of nodes.
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The join algorithm has been studied for many years. The researchers ended
up developing different methods to improve the efficiency including: semijoin [3] and
bloomjoin [4]. Especially in the database, the bloomfilter [5] has been successfully used
to reduce network overhead and improve the overall join efficiency. However, how to
efficiently use the bloomfilter in a distributed system, is not precisely clear, especially
in the MapReduce environment. In this paper, our purpose is to investigate the
potential of the bloomfilter for distributed joins using MapReduce. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1. Three strategies are presented to build a bloomfilter for large datasets using
MapReduce. The experimental results show that our method is both feasible and effi-
cient. Moreover, this bloomfilter building approach not only can be used in distributed
query processing situation, but could also be integrated to other applications.

2. Different algorithms are designed for the optimization of two-way and multi-
way joins using the bloomfilter. Various experiments are conducted to evaluate these
bloomjoin algorithms. The results illustrate that our algorithms can improve join
algorithm’s efficiency.

3. Cost models of our algorithms are evaluated based on the I/O cost of the
map and reduce phases. With these models, we can choose the superior bloomjoin
implementation, by using MapReduce for two-way and multi-way joins.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the overview of
MapReduce and bloomfilter. Section 3 discusses how to efficiently build a bloomfilter
for a large dataset using MapReduce. Section 4 outlines several bloomjoins using
MapReduce and reports the results of experiments. Section 5 characterizes these
algorithms cost models and points out how to improve the performance of the two-
way and multi-way joins. Section 6 reviews related work on the topic. Section 7
presents our conclusion and future work.

2 MapReduce and Bloomfilter

2.1 MapReduce

The MapReduce model is shown in Figure 1. It is so easy to program in MapRe-
duce that the only thing the user needs to do is overwrite a map and reduce certain
functions. The map function takes a key-value pair (k1, v1) as the input from the Dis-
tributed File System (DFS) generating some other pairs of (k2, v2) as an intermediate
result. The reduce function takes as input the intermediate result as a (k2, list(v2))
pair, where list (v2) is a list of all v2 values associated with a given key k2. The
reduce function produces other key-value pairs as a final result.

map(k1, v1) −→ list(k2, v2)

reduce(k2, list(v2)) −→ list(v2)

2.2 Bloomfilter

The bloomfilter data structure is a compact data structure used for testing an
element to dataset membership. The example for a bloomfilter is shown in Fig. 2. It
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Figure 1. Overview of MapReduce Figure 2. Example of a bloomfilter

consists of an array of l bits and a set of h hash functions, which hashes the dataset
element to an integer in the range of [1, l]. All bits of the array are initialized to zero.
Each hash function maps an element to some bits of the filter. In order to check
the membership of an element, we must look at the h positions. Positively positive
answer is only provided if all h bits are set to 1. In Fig. 2, element a and b are in this
dataset, while element c is not in. The bloomfilter allows false positives, but never
false negatives.

Given a set R(x), the bloomfilter for the relation R on the attribute x is denoted
as BFR(x). We can compute the required size l of BFR(x) and the number h of the
hash functions for a given number of elements R(x) and a false positive bounded by
p in [6].

lp = − ln p
(ln 2)2 (1)

The total size of the bloomfilter for the entire set R(x) is

l = lp × |R| = − ln p
(ln 2)2

× |R| (2)

3 Computing Bloomfilters using MapReduce

Before dealing with the problem of bloomfilters for distributed joins using MapRe-
duce, an important and independent problem must be solved first, which is how to
efficiently build a bloomfilter for a relation R(x) on the attribute x using MapReduce,
with a false probability of at most p in the building phase, and to check the member-
ship in this bloomfilter in the filtering phase. We present and analyze three strategies
for the problem question.

Strategy1. The map function creates a bloomfilter BFR
′ (x) for its local data

R
′
of its own partition, where |BFR

′ (x)| = lp × |R|, corresponding to the size of the
bloomfilter for the entire relation R. The intermediate results of the map function
output will be sent to a single reducer. The reduce function unions the intermediate
results by a bit-wise OR operation. The example of this strategy is shown in Fig. 3(a).
Actually, the union of the bloomfilters is precisely the bloomfilter for the relation R
and the false probability is equal to p. According to formula (2), we can obtain that

|BFR′ (x)| = lp × |R| = − ln p

(ln 2)2
× |R| (3)
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Strategy2. The map function computes a bloomfilter BFR
′ (x) for its local data

R
′
of its own partition, where |BFR′ (x)| = lp′ × |R′ |, corresponding to the size of

the bloomfilter for one block in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) but not
to the whole relation |R|. The intermediate results of the map function output will
just be connected together and stored in HDFS directly in one reducer. The final
bloomfilter contains m parts, where m is both the block number of relation R stored
in HDFS and the number of mappers. In order to check the existence of a value in this
bloomfilter, each of the m bloomfilters must be checked. Only if all m bloomfilters
answer negatively can we answer negatively. The example of this strategy is shown
in Fig. 3(b). The false probability of the final bloomfilter must be equal to p, thus
p = 1−(1−p

′
)m, where p

′
is the false probability on the bloomfilter for R

′
. According

to formula (2), we can obtain that

|BFR′ (x)| = lp′ × |R|/m =
− ln p

′

(ln 2)2
|R|/m =

− ln(1− (1− p)1/m)

(ln 2)2
× |R|/m (4)

Strategy3. This strategy is a hybrid of strategy1 and strategy2. Suppose that
we have k reducers. The map function computes a bloomfilter BFR

′ (x) of its own par-
tition, where BFR

′ (x) = lp′ × |R|/k. Each reduce function receives m/k bloomfilters,
unions them by a bit-wise OR operation and stores the results in HDFS. The final
bloomfilter for relation R contains k parts because there are k reducers. The example
of this strategy is shown in Fig. 3(c). Similar to strategy2, in order to guarantee that
the false probability of the final bloomfilter is equal to p, thus let p = 1 − (1 − p

′
)k.

According to formula (2), we obtain that the following:

|BFR′ (x)| = lp′ × |R|/k =
− ln p

′

(ln 2)2
× |R|/k =

− ln(1− (1− p)1/k)

(ln 2)2
× |R|/k (5)

Figure 3. Examples of the strategies

We can find out that strategy3 is the same as strategy1 when k = 1 and the same
as strategy2 when k = m. Compared with strategy1, strategy3 adopts k reducers to
union all intermediate results from the map output in the building phase. Compared
with strategy2, the look-up cost of strategy3 in the filtering phase is lower than the
one of strategy2 with k < m.

We have carried out an experiment aiming to evaluate the performance of these
strategies. There are 10 blades running Hadoop 0.20.2 [7], each with 2.4GHz*12 core
CPU, 20G RAM, 270G hard disk. All blades are directly connected to a Gigabit
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switch. Each blades runs at most 11 map tasks and 11 reduce tasks. The other major
Hadoop parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Hadoop parameter confuguration
Parameter value Parameter value

fs.blocksize 64M io.sort.spill.percentage 0.8
io.sort.mb 100M io.sort.factor. 100

io.sort.record.percentage 0.05 dfs.replication 3

The size of both relation R(A,B) and S(B,C) is 100 million records; each record
has two attributes. Firstly, We build BFR(B) for relation R(A,B) and use BFR(B)
to filter relation S(B,C). The false probability p is 0.01. The result is shown in Fig.
4. The building phase of strategy1 requires much more time than the one of strategy2
and strategy3, since a lot of elements need to be combined by an OR operation in a
single reducer. In strategy3, the execution efficiency of the building phase improves
as the number of reducers increases, while the execution efficiency of the filtering
phase decreases only a little. In strategy2, the building phase costs the least time,
however the filtering phase costs more time than the one of strategy3, resulting in
the longer overall execution time compared with strategy3. Moreover, the larger the
size of relation S to be filtered grows, the less efficient strategy2 will be. In a word,
strategy3 is superior to strategy1 or strategy2.
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Figure 4. MapReduce time for the building phase and the filtering phase

At last, a reasonable range of k value should be set in Strategy3. We make a
tradeoff between the building phase and the filtering phase. In Fig. 4, we can find
out the filtering phase efficiency decreases slowly as k value increases. In the building
phase, the communication cost between map and reduce tasks |BFR′ (x)| will decreases
as k value increases, since |BFR

′ (x)| = − ln(1−(1−p)1/k)
(ln 2)2

× |R|/k = (ln k−ln p)
k(ln 2)2

× |R|
(ln(1 − (1 − p)1/k) = p/k as p is small). Suppose that p is set to 0.01. When
increasing k from 1 to 10, 10 to 20 and 20 to 30, the length of |BFR′ (x)| decreases
from 9.2|R| to 1.4|R|, 1.4|R| to 0.7|R| and 0.7|R| to 0.53|R|, respectively. Thus, when
k > 20, large increase of k would result in little declining of |BFR′ (x)| but decreasing
of the filtering phase efficiency. In conclusion, the value k should be set to the range
of 10 to 20 for most cases.
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4 Bloomjoins using MapReduce

In this section, we focus on how to use the bloomfilter to improve join algorithm
efficiency. The concept of bloomjoin is based on the semijoin technique. Instead of
transmitting the entire relation R, we use a bloomfilter based on relation S to filter
part of relation R. A large fraction of relation R’s tuples will be possibly rejected
without being hashed. This will improve the efficiency of the join algorithm. There
are two kinds of cases needing to be considered: two-way joins and multi-way joins.

4.1 Two-way Joins using MapReduce

Let us assume that each record of R and S has two attributes, two algorithms are
designed to use the bloomfilter to compute R(A,B) ◃▹ S(B,C): one with two stages
and the other one with three stages.

TwoStageAlg. This algorithm consists of two stages, each corresponding to a
separate MapReduce job. In the first MapReduce job, a bloomfilter on the attribute
B is built for relation R or S. Without loss of generalization, suppose the bloomfiler
is built for R, denoted as BFR(B). Then, the map function uses BFR(B) to filter
relation S in the second MapReduce job, and outputs the extracted join key and the
tagged record of relation R and S as a (key, value) pair. All the records for each
join key are grouped together and eventually sent to a reducer. For each join key,
the reduce function separates and buffers the input records into two sets according to
the relation tag and then performs a cross-product between records in these sets. An
example of the second job is shown in Fig. 5(a).

ThreeStageAlg. This algorithm consists of three stages, each corresponding
to a separate MapReduce job. The first MapReduce job is the same as that of
TwoStageAlg. In the second MapReduce job, the bloomfilter BFR(B) is broad-
casted to filter relation S. This phase runs as a map-only job. The output of this
phase is a list of files Si, one for each split of S. In the third MapReduce job, all the
Si are joined with R, also using a map-only job. Examples of the second and third
MapReduce jobs are shown in Fig. 5(b).

Figure 5. Examples of the bloomjoin algorithms

There two algorithms are compared with an improved repartition join [8] in terms
of the size of two relations and the reference rate. The improved repartition join is
a standard two-way join method using MapReduce, which has been used in Hive [9].
The experimental environment has been described in Section 3. The result is shown
in Fig. 6. It can be observed that ThreeStageAlg and TwoStageAlg are less efficient
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than the improved repartition join when the size of the relation is small, because
additional MapReduce rounds are needed to build the bloomfilters. However, they are
far more efficient than improved repartition join, when the size of the relation grows
to over 50 million records, since the bloomfilters can filter a lot of useless data to save
network overhead and processing overhead. TwoStageAlg is more suitable for large
reference rate and large data size than ThreeStageAlg. The reason is that although
the map-side join in the third stage of ThreeStageAlg is more efficient than the
reduce-side join in the second stage of TwoStageAlg when the reference rate is small,
the performance of the map-side join in the third stage of ThreeStageAlg degrades
rapidly as the reference rate and data size increase, since the cost of transferring Si

to every node across the network and the loading Si in memory starts to dominate.
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Figure 6. MapReduce time for an Improved repartition join and Bloomjoin

4.2 Multi-way Joins using MapReduce

Let us consider the case of a 3-way join: R(A,B) ◃▹ S(B,C) ◃▹ T (C,D). Natu-
rally, we can implement this join by a sequence of two two-way joins, choosing either
to join R and S first, and then join T with the result. However, this method is time
consuming. Recently, Afrati and Ullman proposed an algorithm to deal with this join
using only one MapReduce job [10]. The main procedure is as follows. Let h be a
hash function with range 1 . . . n, and associate each reduce processor with a pair(i, j),
where each of the integers i and j is between 1 and n. Each tuple S(B,C) is sent to
the reduce processor numbered (h(b), h(c)). Each tuple R(A,B) is sent to all reduce
processors numbered (h(b), x), for any x. Each tuple T (C,D) is sent to all reduce
processors numbered (y, h(C)) for any y. Each Reduce processor computes the join
of the tuples it receives. The example is shown in Fig. 7. Although this algorithm is
efficient, there are still a lot of useless tuples to be copied in this process. Naturally,
the bloomfilter can be used to filter useless data and eventually improve the efficiency
of the multi-way joins.

We have introduced an algorithm called multi-way-bf join based on Afrati and
Ullman’s algorithm. Multi-way-bf join consists of two MapReduce jobs. In the first
MapReduce job, BFS(B) and BFS(C) are built for the relation S on the attribute B
and C. In the second MapReduce job, we use BFS(B) and BFS(C) to filter relation
R and T and adopt Afrati and Ullman’s algorithm to get the final results.

Multi-way-bf join is compared with the two two-way joins and Afrati and Ull-
man’s algorithm, denoted by multi-way-nobf joins. The result is shown in Fig. 8.
Multi-way-bf join is less efficient than the other two methods when the relations are
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Figure 7. Example of Afrati’s algorithm

small, because the multi-way-bf join adds an extra MapReduce job to build the bloom-
filters. While the size of the relations grows to over one million, the multi-way-bf join
is more efficient than the others, as it uses the bloomfilter to filter a lot of useless
data to save both the network and processing overhead.
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Figure 8. MapReduce time for multi-way joins

5 Cost Model of Bloomjoins using MapReduce

In the last section, we are aware that these two-way or multi-way bloomjoins
algorithms perform differently in terms of reference rate and data size. Since our
target is to find an optimal join plan, the time costs of these algorithms need to be
estimated, including the built bloomfilters and bloomjoins.

Generally, for MapReduce jobs, the heavy cost on a large-scale sequential disk
scan, as well as the frequent I/O of intermediate results, are to dominate the entire
execution time [11]. Therefore, the execution time model for a MapReduce program
should be built based on the analysis of disk I/O cost and network I/O cost. Since
entire input data may not be loaded into the system memory within one round [12],
the model should also take account of this situation. We assume these map tasks are
performed round by round. Before the discussion, parameters used in the analysis are
listed in Table 2.

5.1 Cost Model of Computing Bloomfilters using MapReduce

We hereby estimate the total cost of stratege3 to build a bloomfilter for relation
R. For each map task, it receives the split of relation R. The disk I/O cost tbf−map
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Table 2. Parameters
Definition Parameter Definition Parameter

cost ratio of HDFS reads ρ join selectivity of R1 and R2 g(R1, R2)
cost ratio of HDFS writes η number of mappers m
cost ratio of Network I/O µ number of reducers k
number of tuples in R |R| accumulative selectivity of R αR

size of R
′
tuple f(R) projection selectivity of R βR

of each map task is

tbf−map = ρ× |R|f(R)

m
(6)

As a general assumption, relation R is considered to be evenly partitioned among the
m map task and m

′
is the current number of map tasks running in parallel in the

system. The total cost of the map phase Tbf−map is

Tbf−map = tbf−map ×
m

m′ (7)

let tbf−shuffle be the cost for copying the output of a single map task to k reduce
tasks, including the data copying over network cost, as well as overhead of all serving
network protocols.

tbf−shuffle = µ
|BFR

′ (B)|
k

+ q × k = µ
− ln(1− (1− p)1/m)

(ln 2)2
|R|/k2 + q × k (8)

q is a random variable which represents the cost of a map task serving k connections
from k reduce tasks. Intuitively, there is a rapid growth of q as k gets larger. Since
there are m/m

′
rounds in the map phase, thus the total cost of the shuffle phase

Tbf−shuffle can be computed as follows:

Tbf−shuffle = tbf−shuffle ×
m

m′ (9)

Each reduce task receives m/k bloom filters, unions them by a bit-wise OR operation
and stores the results to HDFS. Thus the cost of the single reduce task Tbf−reduce is

Tbf−reduce = η|BFR′ (B)| = η
− ln(1− (1− p)1/k)

(ln 2)2
× |R|/k (10)

Hence the total cost of building a bloomfiter for relation R using MapReduce is

Tbf = Tbf−map + Tbf−shuffle + Tbf−reduce (11)

5.2 Cost Model of Two-way Bloomjoins

We evaluate the cost of TwoStageAlg. In the first MapReduce job, the bloom-
filter BFR(B) is built for relation R. The cost of this job is denoted as TR

bf , which
has been previously described in Section 5.1. In the second MapReduce job, each
map task receives the split of relations R and S and the whole bloomfilter BFR(B)
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whose size is kbf |BFR
′ |, where kbf is the number of reduce tasks needed to build the

bloomfilter in the first MapReduce job. The disk I/O cost in the map phase is

Tbfjoin1−map = ρ(
|R|f(R) + |S|f(S)

m
+ kbf |BFR

′ |)× m

m′ (12)

In the shuffle phase, each map task will send the tuple of R and S to k reducers.
Because the false probability of the bloomfilter is equal to p, there are dRS |S| tuples
to be sent to the reducers, where dRS = g(R,S)+ p(1− g(R,S)). Let Tbfjoin1−shuffle

be the cost for copying the output of a single map task to k reduce tasks.

Tbfjoin1−shuffle = µ(
αRβR|R|f(R)

mk
+

αSβSdRS |S|f(S)
mk

+ qk)× m

m′ (13)

α denotes the output ratio of a map task, which is query specific and can be computed
with the selectivity estimation. β denotes the projection selectivity (the tuple size is
reduced to β × 100% of its original size after ruling out the unnecessary columns).
Let Tbfjoin1−reduce be I/O cost to HDFS of each reduce task

Tbfjoin1−reduce = η
αRαS |R||S|g(R,S)(βRf(R) + βSf(S))

k
(14)

Thus, the cost of TwoStageAlg is

TbfTwoStageAlg = TR
bf + Tbfjoin1−map + Tbfjoin1−shuffle + tbfjoin1−reduce (15)

Similarly, we can also build a bloomfilter BFS(B) for the relation S and then use
BFS(B) to the bloomjoin. The cost of this approach is denoted as T

′
bfjoinTwostage.

We then evaluate the cost of ThreeStageAlg. The first MapReduce job is to
build a bloomfilter. The second and the third MapReduce jobs are map-only jobs.
The cost of the first MapReduce job is denoted as TRB

bf which has been described
in Section 5.1. In the second MapReduce job, each map task filters relation S as
BFR(B). The I/O cost of each map task is Tbfjoin2−map

Tbfjoin2−map = ρ(
|S|f(S)

m
+ kbf |BFR′ |)× m

m′ (16)

As there are no shuffle and reduce phases, the output of the map task will be directly
stored to HDFS. Let Tbfjoin2−reduce be the I/O cost to HDFS.

Tbfjoin2−reduce = η
αSβS |S|f(S)dRS

m
(17)

In the third MapReduce job, all the Si are joined with R, also using a map-only job.
The disk I/O cost of the map phase is

Tbfjoin3−map = ρ(
|R|f(R)

m
+ αSβS |S|f(S)dRS)

m

m′ (18)

Due to the lack of shuffle and reduce phases, the output of the map phase will be
stored to HDFS. Let Tbfjoin3−reduce denote the I/O cost to HDFS.

Tbfjoin3−reduce = η
αRαSg(R,S)(βR|R|f(R) + βS |S|f(S))

m
(19)
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The total cost of ThreeStageAlg is

TbfjoinThreestage = TRB
bf + Tbfjoin2−map + Tbfjoin2−reduce

+Tbfjoin3−map + Tbfjoin3−reduce

(20)

Similarly, we can build a bloomfilter BFS(B) for relation S and then use BFS(B) to
the bloomjoin. The cost of this approach is denoted as T

′
bfjoinThreestage.

Suppose that Tirj denotes the cost of the improved repartition join. As the way
to estimate Tirj is similar to that of the second stage of TwoStageAlg, we no longer
describe it.

Now the total costs of these three algorithms can be formulated as formula (21),
so we can select a best implementation for two-way joins using MapReduce.

T =



Tirj bloomfilter is not used
TbfjoinTwoStage bloomfilter for R(B)

T
′
bfjoinTwoStage bloomfilter for S(B)

TbfjoinThreeStage bloomfilter for R(B)

T
′
bfjoinThreeStage bloomfilter for S(B)

(21)

5.3 Cost Model of Multi-way Joins using MapReduce

The cost of our multi-way joins algorithm can be estimated in the similar way
as that of two-way joins. Suppose R1(A,B) ◃▹ R2(B,C) ◃▹ R3(C,A) needs to be
computed. We first build one bloomfilter for attribute B of relation R1 in the first
MapReduce job. The cost of this job has been described in Section 5.1, denoted as

T
R1(B)
bf . In the second MapReduce job, the disk I/O cost Tbfnwayjoin−map of each map

task is

Tbfnwayjoin−map = ρ(
SR1,R2,R3

I

m
+ kbf |BF

R
′
1
(B)|)× m

m′ (22)

Where SR1,R2,R3

I = |R1|f(R1) + |R2|f(R2) + |R3|f(R3). Let cx denote the number of

reducers for attribute x(x ∈ χ, χ = {A,B,C}), thus k =
∏x=3

x=1 cx. In order to improve
the performance, the number of required reducers is set to be proportional to the size
of corresponding relation according to [10], i.e. c1 : c2 : c3 = α1|R1| : (pα2|R2|+ (1−
p)α2|R2|g(R1, R2)) : α3|R3|. Thus, cx (1 ≤ x ≤ 3) can be computed. For relation
Ri, if it contains a join attribute set χ

′
(χ

′ ⊂ χ, χ = {A,B,C}), we need to replicate
its data to cRi reducers, where cRi =

∏
∀ri /∈χ′ ∧

ri∈χ cx. Let Tbfnwayjoin−shuffle be the
cost for copying the output of single map task to k reduce tasks

Tbfnwayjoin−shuffle = µ(
IR1

mk
+

IR3

mk
+

IR2

mk
dR1R2 + qk)× m

m′ (23)

where IRi = cRiαRiβRi |Ri|f(Ri). The I/O cost of each reduce task is estimated as

Tbfnwayjoin−reduce = η
J(βR1f(R1) + βR2f(R2) + βR3f(R3))

k
(24)

where J = αR1αR2αR3 |R1||R2||R3|g(R1, R2, R3). The total cost of the second MapRe-
duce job is

Tbfnwayjoin = Tbfnwayjoin−map + Tbfnwayjoin−shuffle + Tbfnwayjoin−reduce (25)
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Figure 9. Value distribution of q
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Figure 10. TwoStageJoin Validation
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Figure 11. ThreeStageJoin Validation
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Figure 12. Multi-way-bfJoin Validation

The total cost of the multi-way bloomjoins is

T
R1(B)
bfnway = T

R1(B)
bf + Tbfnwayjoin (26)

However, please note that R2 can be filtered with bloomfilter BFR1(B), BFR3(C) or
even both. Similarly, R1 and R3 can also be filtered with BFR2(B) and BFR2(C).
Thus, the question is: Given a condition join involving n relations and a set of joining
attributes (A,B, . . .), which subset of the join attributes should we use to filter the rest
of the relations so as to minimize the overall execution time? To answer this question,
we can obtain all the possible implementation costs and calculate the minimal cost.

min cost = minT
Ri(x)...Rj(y)
bfnway (27)

5.4 Cost Model Validation

The experimental environment has been described in Section 3. We use the
TestDFSIO program to test the I/O performance of the system. In our cost model,
the cost ratios of of Table 2 are set as follows: HDFS read (ρ)=1, HDFS write (η)=1.5,
network I/O (µ)=1.5. Then we should compute the distribution of q which serves the
estimation of MapReduce’s running time. The number of reduce tasks is set to 99 and
the value of q is computed by studying an output controllable program over a series of
test data. The result is shown in Fig. 9. Then bloomfilter BFR(B) for relation R and
bloomfilter BFR1(B) for relation R1 are built in two-way joins and three-way joins,
respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 10-12. We can come to the conclusion
that our estimation and the real MapReduce exection time are very close.
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6 Related Work

The bloomfilter introduced in [5] is a probabilistic data structure used for checking
membership in a set. The survey on the bloomfilter applied to different applications is
discussed in [6]. It was used for the efficient distributed join computation in [4] for the
first time. The authors proposed an algorithm called bloomjoin, aimed at reducing
communication cost. In [13], the authors presented some extensions and pointed out
how they could improve the performance of the distributed join computation. In [14],
the authors extended bloomjoin to minimize the network usage for query execution
based on database statistics. However, the above mentioned for the extension of the
bloomfilter in the distributed environment are different from ours. They all assumed
that the relations were placed in different servers, but not partitioned, and they also
did not take into consideration the efficiency of computing the bloomfilter for one rela-
tion. [15] is similar to our work, however, the results over a practical implementation
of the bloomfilter using MapReduce was not studied.

In recent years, the join optimization using MapReduce is a highly-discussed top-
ic. In [16], the design patterns of the join algorithm using MapReduce can be divided
into the reduce-side join and the map-side join. In [8], the authors implemented and
compared several 2-way join algorithms. In [10], a problem on how to optimize the
multi-way equi-joins in a single MapReduce job was solved. In [11, 17], the authors
optimized the multi-way theta-joins using MapReduce. In [18], they presented the
Map-Join-Reduce, a system that extends and improves the MapReduce system to
efficiently process data analytical tasks. In [19], the authors proposed a new function
merge() for simplifying the join processing operations. The interested reader can refer
to the surveys on these algorithms [20].

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have achieved three goals. The first goal is how to efficiently
build the bloomfilter for a large dataset using MapReduce. Three strategies are sug-
gested for this problem and the results show that strategy3 is superior to strategy1
or strategy2. The second goal is to apply the bloomfilter to joins using MapRecuce.
Several bloomjoin algorithms have been designed and the experimental results illus-
trate that our algorithms can improve the performance of two-way and multi-way
joins. The third goal is to evaluate these bloomjoins’ costs. We have evaluated these
costs and used these costs to select the appropriate bloomjoin implementation using
MapReduce.

In the future, we plan to develop a dynamic cost analyzer. This will help us to
implement the best MapReduce approach to any multi-way joins problems. We are
also planning to investigate techniques of incorporating Hadoop parameters into the
cost model and enhance the join efficiency.
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